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Abstract
In this paper, one kind of adaptive LMS filters
based on order statistics is used for two-dimensional
filtration of noisy greyscale images degraded by mixed
noise. The signal-dependent adaptive LMS L-filter (LSD) consists of two normalised constrained adaptive
LMS L-filters, because they have better convergence
properties than simple LMS algorithm. Moreover, first
filter suppresses the noise in homogeneous regions and
second filter preserves the high components of filtered
image. Some versions of spatial order statistic detectors were developed from the impulse detectors and
were employed as switch between output these filters.
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There is a class of adaptive LMS L-filters [1-4], that very
well approximate filter coefficients considering to noise
model. The L-filters have found extensive applications in
image processing, because they have elementary methodology of design. In this paper, the signal-dependent LMS Lfilter (L-SD) is studied [1-2], [4]. L-SD filter consists of
two normalised constrained adaptive LMS L-filter (L-NC)
[3]. The outputs from these single filters are switched by
employing the local signal to noise ratio measure. On the
other hand, as switch can be used the spatial order statistic
detector, which detects impulses or high image components
in the observed image.
In the next section, the design theory of the adaptive
LMS L-SD filter based on adaptive LMS L-NC filter is
introduced. The spatial median detector (SMD), the spatial
order statistic detector (SOSD) and the spatial central order
statistic detector (SCOSD) are described in section 3. The
experimental results are presented in section 4 and the last
section contains the discussion about our results and future
tasks, which can improve the filtration results.

2. Adaptive LMS L-SD filter
In this section, the adaptive LMS L-SD filter consists
of two adaptive LMS L-NC filters is applied [1-2],[4]. The
filter structure is shown in Fig.1. For simplicity, one general L-NC filter will be only described. The complete L-SD
filter will be described at the end this section.
di

1. Introduction
Adaptive filters have been applied in a wide range
variety of problems including system identification, channel equalisation, echo cancellation in telephone channels.
The most widely known adaptive filters are linear ones that
have the form of finite impulse response (FIR) filters. Furthermore, linear filters may not be suitable for nonlinear
applications. One of the best-known classes of nonlinear
filters is based on the order statistics. The power of this
family is well demonstrated by the median filter, which
preserve edges and high frequencies in processed image. In
applications, where the noisy image consists from combination of the white Gaussian and impulsive noise, problem
of balance between edge preservation and maximal noise
suppression in the homogeneous regions must by solved.
Several authors have used the Least Mean Square
(LMS) algorithm to design nonlinear filters [1-2], [5-6].
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Fig. 1 The scheme of Signal-Dependent L-filter

Let x i = [xi (1),..., xi ( N )] T , N = (2ξ+1)2 is a noisy
observation vector. If these data are rearranged in ascending order to their magnitude, the order statistics result has
form
(1)
r x i = sort {x i }.
Such as more filters we seek output in form

yi = w iT r x i

(2)
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where µ0 is normalised convergence parameter, it is chosen
from interval

by using of the constrain condition
N

∑

k =1

wi (k ) = 1 .

(3)

Let the filter coefficients of the L-filter vector is partitioned by employing (4) as follows

(

)

T

w i = 1 w Ti υ wi 2 w Ti ,

(4)

where νwi is the central weight coefficient, 1wi, 2wi are
(N-1)/2 x 1 vectors given by

w i = (wi (1),..., wi (υ − 1) )

T

1

2 w i = (wi (υ + 1),..., wi ( N ) )

T

υ

wi = 1 − υ −1 1 1 w i − υ −1 1
T

T
2

.

(5)

wi

Such as the vector of the filter coefficients in form
(4), the ordered input vector rxi can be similarly rearranged
too. Thus, the rewritten vector has next form
r

xi =

(

r1

x Ti

υ

xi

r2

x Ti

).
T

(6)

Let w'i is the reduced L-filter coefficient vector

w ′i =

(w
1

T
i 2

w

)

T T
i

(7)

⎡ x − x 1⎤
x ′i = ⎢ r1 i υ i ⎥ .
⎣ r 2 x i −υ xi 1⎦

(8)

Finally, the LMS recursive relation for updating the
reduced L-filter coefficient vector is given by

w ′i +1 = w ′i + 2 µε i r x ′i ,

µi =
r

x Ti r x i

1

=
r

xi

2

.

(10)

Furthermore, the constrained adaptation equation (9)
is normalised by using definition (10). Updating formula
for the coefficients of the adaptive LMS L-NC filter is

µ0

w ′i +1 = w ′i + 2
r

xi

2

The structure consists of two independent L-filters,
(e.g. 2 x L-NC filter or another filter combination) which
can have a different filter window. Their outputs are called
Lyi for low-frequency image components and Hyi for highfrequency image components. Thus, the L-SD output is
obtained by using the signal-dependent weighting factor βi
(13), as switch between LL-NC and HL-NC outputs by
means of law in equation (14).

σ2
βi = 1−
2
xσ i
n

,

ε i r x ′i ,

(13)

where nσ2 is the noise variance and xσi2 is the variance of
noisy input observation.
The filter output is obtained by using the signaldependent weighting factor βi, as switch between outputs
the two LMS L-filters. This switch equation is given by

⎧ H yi ,
yi = ⎨
⎩ L yi ,

IF β i > β t
OTHERWISE

(14)

The final adaptation equations (15) with definitions
(13) and (14) determine the adaptive LMS L-SD filter.

L

w′i +1 = L w ′i + 2

(9)

where w'i is updated during search of minimal error by
using certain criterion. µ-denotes the convergence parameter and εi is estimation error at i-th observation, i.e. εi=di-yi.
Because of normalisation of adaptation algorithm, the convergence parameter µ is particularly computed at each observation. The normalised convergence parameter µi has
next form

1

(12)

where 0 < βt < 1 is a threshold that determines a trade-off
between noise suppression and edge preservation.

and reduced ordered input vector rx'i is described as
r

0 < µ0 ≤ 1 .

(11)

µ0
r xi

2

ε i r x′i
(15)

H

w ′i +1 = H w ′i + 2

µ0
r xi

2

ε i r x′i

3. Spatial Impulse Detectors
The spatial impulse detectors were derived from impulse detectors [7], and they are employed as impulse detector for all image pixels in the observed vector. If impulses are detected in the input sequence, these input data are
processed by high-frequency segment. On other hand, if in
the input sequence are not detected any impulses or highfrequency components, the input data are processed by
low-frequency segment. The decision rule for L-SD filter
in combination with spatial impulse detectors is given by
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3.3 SCOSD

IF
N

∑ D (k ) ≥ Level
k =1

i

(16)

THEN

H

L − NC

ELSE

L

L − NC

where Di(k) is result of impulse detection for k-th image
pixel in the i-th input vector. The value of level defines the
number of detected impulses in the observed samples.

3.1 SMD
The spatial median order detector (SMD) is first from
order statistic detectors family, which is based on the following rule:

IF

med {x i } − xi (k ) ≥ Tol
THEN Di (k ) = 1
ELSE Di (k ) = 0

.

(17)

3.2 SOSD
The spatial order statistic detector (SOSD) was designed by using the order statistic detector (OSD) [7]. The
sorted input vector not includes just the k-th sample of nonsorted input vector by

z i = sort{x i − {x i (k )}} ,

⎛
⎛ 3N − 3 ⎞ ⎞
⎛ N + 3⎞
zri = ⎜⎜ k z i ⎜
⎟ ⎟⎟ ,
⎟, K, k z i ⎜
⎝ 4 ⎠⎠
⎝ 4 ⎠
⎝

(19)

whereas the SOSD2 by equation
k

zri = ( k z i (2), K, k z i (N − 2 )) .

(20)

Both SOSD1 and SOSD2 use the same decision rule:

IF

As a SOSD detector family, the SCOSD has two modifications too. The SCOSD1 applies shorter sorted input
vector considering to SCOSD2. Furthermore, the choice of
xri vector length for SCOSD1 is defined as follows:

⎛ ⎛ N + 3⎞
⎛ 3N + 1 ⎞ ⎞
xri = ⎜⎜ r xi ⎜
⎟ ⎟⎟ .
⎟, K, r xi ⎜
⎝ 4 ⎠⎠
⎝ ⎝ 4 ⎠

(22)

mean{k zri } − xi (k ) ≥ Tol
THEN Di (k ) = 1
ELSE Di (k ) = 0

xri = ( r xi (2),K, r xi ( N − 1)) .

(23)

Finally, the SCOSD detectors are based on the following rule:

IF

mean{xri } − xi (k ) ≥ Tol
THEN Di (k ) = 1
ELSE Di (k ) = 0

. (24)

All of these spatial detectors operate in conjunction
with law (16) and together they define the L-SD filter.

(18)

where the vector kzi is computed for all input samples and
k is from 1 to N. Two variations of SOSD were proposed,
the SOSD1 and SOSD2. The different is only in the size of
reduced kzi vector. The SOSD1 computes the reduced vector as follows
k

The next developed spatial impulse detector is the
spatial central order statistic detector (SCOSD). The
SCOSD was derived from the central order statistic detector (COSD) [7]. This spatial detector employs only some
samples of sorted input vector included with median sample.

For the SCOSD2, the reduced ordered input vector is
defined by:

If the different in magnitude between k-th and median
input samples is more than value of tolerance, this input
sample is marked as detected impulse. Its big advantage is
very simple design and smaller computation complexity.

k

13

. (21)

4. Experimental results
In this section will be described our experiments and
achieved results. As training image was used the second
frame of the Trevor sequence (Fig. 2a) that was corrupted
by mixed noise (Fig. 2b). Moreover, the mixed noise consists of additive Gaussian white noise with standard deviation σ = 20 and impulsive noise with probably p=10%
(variable value noise).
Because of faster rate of convergence was found the
optimal step-size µ0 for both L-NC filters. Thus, µ0≈0.1
was used for all L-SD filters [4]. Spatial order statistic
detectors replace the local signal-to-noise ratio measurement problem for L-SD filter described in [1]. Moreover,
their optimal thresholds were detected. Filtration results
were compared to the median and initial L-SD filters.
For objective comparison the mean absolute error
(MAE), the mean square error (MSE), the noise reduction
(NR) and the mean absolute error reduction (MAER) were
used [1-2], [4].
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(a)
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(c)

(e)

(d)

Fig. 2 The 2nd frame of Trevor sequence. (a) Original Image, (b) Noisy image corrupted by mixed noise. Filtered image by (c) median
filter (d) the adaptive L-SD filter, (e) the adaptive L-SD filter with SCOSD2 detector.
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Tab. 1 The filter performance indices achieved for the 2 frame
st
of Trevor sequence processing for 1 detector level.
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Fig. 3 The NR dependence from threshold of spatial order stast
tistic detectors at the 1 detector level

The output from median filter is shown in the Figure 2c.
For all filters, the same square 3 by 3 filter window
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was applied. Table 1 shows the results achieved by developed spatial detectors with best threshold.
Likewise, the Fig.3 shows the detailed NR dependence from SMD, SOSD2 and SCOSD2 thresholds.
The SCOSD2 detector achieved the best of results
and the Fig.2e shows the filtered image. As can be seen,
the improvement is only 0.1dB better than initial L-SD
filter (Fig.2d). On the other hand, this result was not
obtained by local signal-to-noise ratio measuring. These
spatial detectors were successfully used for other images
(e.g. Lena, Bridge).

5. Conclusion
In this paper several spatial order statistic detectors
for filtering static images corrupted by mixed noise have
been described. Furthermore, they were used as switch
between two adaptive LMS L-NC filters. This class of
detectors moves about the local signal-to-noise ratio
measuring and offer the best filtration results than
previous L-SD filter version. The SCOSD2 detector
achieves the best of results in comparison with other
designed spatial detectors. The better filtration results
can be achieved by using other detector or filter shapes.
It is well known that for maximal noise suppression in
homogeneous regions is preferable larger filter window,
but for edge preservation is preferable to employ only
some pixels from filter window. Moreover, the
application of some modified version of LMS algorithm
improves the convergence properties and the filtration
results too.
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